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We proudly introduce you to our new ‘Single Pass’ digital printer. With the new automatic 
digital printer you can profit from lower prices and better results. It’s currently possible to 
print 29 of our bestselling articles on this automatic printer.

Lower prices, better results

Lower prices: Up to 140% lower prices 
in comparison with other digital print 
techniques. You get a full colour print for the 
price of 1 colour pad printing.

Suitable for ‘name-it’: Personalize the items 
with different names.

Better results: Impressive print quality. 
Because white is always printed 
underneath, PMS colours will also be more 
colour accurate.

New!

Single pass / Product features

Solar Battery
capacity

Wireless 
technology

Double walledContentIncluding 
charger

GlassMade in
Europe

Name It! 
concept

Mega laser 
concept

Single pass
printer

Ink colour Suitable for
capacitive 

screens

Waterproof Zipper OpenerGiftbox

Product features

Colour 
changing

Wireless 
charger

Battery

Ink colour Size
indication
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Eco
The Green IMPRESSION collection is unique in the 
promotional products market. It gives you clear information 
on how ecological a giveaway is, in a single glance. The eco-
friendly alternatives from the IMPRESSION assortment are 
organized in three categories, based on the percentage of 
ecological materials used in the production. Each category 
has its own, instantly recognizable shield. 

674842 Bamboo multi-tool
Bamboo multi-tool with 12 functions. 
Size 6,9 × 3,3 × 1,1 cm   

New!

Eco items
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Do you know how eco-friendly
your last ‘green’ purchase really was?

Contains products  
made of 10 – 30%  

ecological materials.

Contains products 
made of 30 – 60% 

ecological materials.

Contains products 
made of over 60% 

ecological materials.

674829 Bamboo pocket knife
Bamboo pocket knife with key ring and nine 
functions. Size 9 × 2,5 × 1,8 cm   

New!

Eco items
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4652 Wooden cheese board
Rubberwood cheese board with three stainless 
steel knives. Size Ø 25,2 × 1, 6 cm   

Eco items
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668091 Bamboo cutting board
Bamboo cutting board with handle and string 
for hanging. Size Ø 31 × 0,8 cm   

662788 Bamboo kitchen scale
Bamboo kitchen scale. Up to 5 kg. 
Size 18,5 × 18,5 × 1,8 cm   

New!

New!

Eco items

8890 Bamboo cutting board
Bamboo cutting board. The thumb hole is lined 
with a silicone ring. Size 24,7 × 17,9 × 1 cm   
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675068 Bamboo wireless 
charger
Bamboo phone holder with wireles 
charger (5W). Output DC5V/1A. 
Includes micro USB - USB charging 
cable. Size 7,7 × 7 × 11,4 cm   

431964 Bamboo wireless 
charger and clock
Bamboo wireless charger (5W), with 
integrated LED clock display with white 
light. The charger has a micro USB port. 
Buttons on the bottom for setting the 
time. Including cable and batteries. Size 
17 × 8 × 4,1 cm   

432509 Bamboo wireless 
charger
Bamboo wireless charger with double 
chargers. Input: DC5V-3A, output: 2x DC 
5V/1A. Including cable. Size 19 × 7 × 1,2 cm   

608329 Bamboo desk organizer
Bamboo desk organizer with wireless charging 
function (5W). Output 5V/800mA. Includes USB 
charging cable. Size 27 × 14,5 × 1,5 cm   

New!

New!

Eco items
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9007 Wooden speaker
Wooden speaker with wireless technology and double 
speakers of 5W each. Battery life up to 3-4 hours. 
Including USB-Micro USB cable. Size 14,5 × 7 × 7 cm   

415104 Beech wood phone holder
Solid beech wood phone holder. Size 6 × 8 × 2 cm   

Eco items
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431953 Bamboo solar power 
bank
Bamboo solar power bank with a capacity 
of 8.000 mAh, two USB ports and one 
micro USB port and four LED indicators. 
Input: DC 5V/2A, output: DC 5V/2A. 
Including cable. Size 14,2 × 7,2 × 1,8 cm   

9147 Bamboo power bank
Bamboo power bank with a capacity 
of 4.000 mAh, li-polymer battery, 
input DC5V/1A, output DC5V/1A, 
3.7 V, and 2 USB ports. Including LED 
indicators and cable (USB – USB-C). 
Size 11,6 × 7 × 1,4 cm   

9319 Bamboo and ABS 
wireless speaker and charger
Bamboo and ABS wireless speaker and 
wireless mobile phone charger. Input 5V 
1.5A. Wireless output 5V 0.8A. 3 Watt 
speaker. 400 mAh battery. Anti slip 
bottom and top. Including micro USB - 
USB charging cable. Size 6,4 × 6,2 × 6,2 cm   

674852 ABS and bamboo speaker
ABS and bamboo wireless speaker with multicoloured 
lighting. The 3W speaker has a rechargeable 300 mAh 
battery. Battery life up to 3 hours. Including cable. Size 
Ø 6,2 × 10,8 cm   

New!

Eco items
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668103 RPET drinking bottle
RPET drinking bottle (400 ml), with screw cap, with 
key ring and carabiner. Size 6,5 × 6,5 × 17,7 cm   

The perfect 
bottle

for every 
journey.

New!

Eco items
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9135 Bamboo and glass 
double walled bottle
Bamboo and glass thermos bottle 
(420 ml), double walled. Including 
stainless steel tea infuser. Size Ø 7 × 
23,5 cm   

662808 Glass drinking 
bottle (600 ml)
Glass drinking bottle (600 ml) with 
bamboo screw cap and silicone band. 
Size Ø 6 × 22,5 cm   

8858 Bamboo and stainless 
steel double walled bottle
Bamboo and stainless steel thermos 
bottle (420 ml), double walled. Including 
stainless steel tea infuser. Size Ø 7 × 
20,8 cm   

New!

Eco items
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9344 Bamboo cover notebook
Bamboo cover notebook, packaged in a 
brown craft paper box. Including bamboo 
pen 3804. The notebook had 128 sheets of 
lined paper with date notification. Size 18,8 × 
13 × 2 cm   

Eco items
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5714 Wooden ballpen
Wooden ballpen with metal clip and plastic parts. 
Blue ink. Size Ø 1,2 × 13,3 cm   

9283 Bamboo USB drive
Bamboo USB drive 2.0 (32GB). Size 6 × 2,8 × 0,9 cm   

672057 Bamboo notebook
Bamboo notebook A5 with 80 lined pages 
including bamboo ballpoint pen with ABS top 
and tip. Blue ink. Size 17 × 21 × 2 cm   

New!

Eco items
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7462 Porcelain mug
Porcelain photo-mug (325 ml), dishwasher 
safe. This item is especially suitable for 
sublimation print. Sold per 12 pieces. 
Size Ø 7,4 x  9,5 cm   

Name It!
We offer personalization beyond your company name. Selected items from our 
assortment, including our top best sellers, are suitable for a personal touch. We 
print individual names on each giveaway. Personalized items are kept longer, used 
more, and are hygienic too. Contact us about how you can maximize your
impact with Name It!

Name It items
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9187 Stainless steel bottle 
(750 ml)
Stainless steel bottle (750 ml), single 
walled. Especially suitable for photo 
quality sublimation print. Size Ø 7,4 
× 26 cm   

9232 Aluminium water bottle 
(750 ml)
Aluminium water bottle (750 ml) with plastic 
cap and carabiner. Especially suitable 
for photo quality sublimation print. It is 
recommended to use only for cold water. 
Size Ø 7,3 × 24,5 cm   

9295 Stainless steel bottle 
(500 ml)
Stainless steel bottle (500 ml), double 
walled. Especially suitable for photo 
quality sublimation print. Size Ø 7,1 × 
25,2 cm   

Name it items
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3076 PU notebook
PU notebook (approx. A5), with 96 lined 
pages, ribbon marker, and elastic band 
over the cover. Size 21 × 14 × 1,56 cm   

Notebook available in A5 and A6.
A6 notebook: Item 2889.

Name It items
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3011 ABS ballpen
ABS ballpen with rubber grip. Blue ink. 
Size Ø 1,3 × 13,9 cm   

3015 ABS ballpen
ABS ballpen with rubber grip. Blue ink. 
Size Ø 1,2 × 13,9 cm   

3018 ABS ballpen
ABS ballpen with rubber grip. Blue ink. 
Size Ø 1,3 × 14,2 cm   

Name It items
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427062 Wooden Tic Tac Toe 
game
Wooden box with wooden Tic Tac Toe 
game. The inside of the lid has a game 
field printed on it to play on. Size 7,2 × 7 
× 2,6 cm   

Name It items

Make it 
personal 

with 
Name it!
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5852 ABS 2-in-1 key holder
ABS key holder with stylus pen, 
suitable for capacitive screens, with 
a white LED light and a push button, 
on a steel keyring. Batteries included. 
Size 6 × 4,1 × 1,2 cm   

1992 ABS key holder with LED
ABS key holder with LED light. Colour 01, 
02, 06, and 32 are solid colours; colour 
04, 05, and 08 are transparent colours. 
Batteries included. Size 6,1 × 2,4 × 0,9 cm   

2432 Wooden pencil set
Set of six small coloured pencils in a 
recyclable box. Size 9,2 × 4,5 × 0,7 cm   

1052 ABS text highlighter
ABS highlighter with three colours. 
Size 9 × 9 × 9 cm   

Name It items
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8761 PS ice scraper
PS ice scraper. Size 11,9 × 11 × 0,2 cm   

1020 Plastic case with plasters
Plastic pocket case with five plasters. Size 10 
× 4 × 1 cm   

1658 PS pocket mirror
Plastic single pocket mirror . Size Ø 6,1 
× 0,4 cm   

668195 ABS seat belt cutter
ABS seat belt cutter. To be attached to 
the belt. Size 10,4 × 5,4 × 1,1 cm   

New!

Name It items
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9534 ABS lip balm
Plastic lip balm stick with SPF15 protection. 
All colours are transparant, except white (02), 
silver (32) and black (01). Size Ø 1,9 × 6,3 cm   

Keep your  
lips smooth 
even when 

the weather 
is harsh.

Name It items
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8918 Bamboo speaker
Bamboo and ABS speaker with wireless technology and colour 
changing lights. The 3W speaker has a rechargeable 3 mAh li-ion 
battery. Battery life: approx. 3 hours. Cable included. Packaged in 
white gift box. Size Ø 7,2 × 4,4 cm   

Mega laser
The mega laser printing technique is a supersized version of the standard laser engraving 
you are already familiar with. The laser burns away the top layer of a product and creates a 
subtle, three-dimensional effect. With some of our aluminium and stainless steel bottles, the 
top layer is coloured and the engraving exposes the metal colour underneath. This contrast 
makes the logo stand out even more. It’s not only possible to engrave stainless steel items, 
but it’s also possible with Tritan, HDPE and bamboo materials for example. We can even 
engrave on difficult shapes, like conic items and uneven surfaces!

Mega laser items
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7584 HDPE bottle
100% recyclable plastic (HDPE) bottle 
(500 ml) with drinking spout. Size Ø 6,8 × 
19,2 cm   

8225 AS bottle
AS bottle (650 ml) with stainless steel screw 
cap and bottom. Size Ø 7 × 23,5 cm   

8941 Tritan bottle
Tritan bottle (500 ml), leakproof. The cap is 
made of stainless steel and has a wrist cord. 
Size Ø 6,5 × 19,9 cm   

Mega laser items
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8223 Stainless steel double walled 
flask
Stainless steel bottle (500 ml), double walled. Size 
Ø 7,5 × 25,7 cm   

8528 Stainless steel bottle 
(650 ml)
Stainless steel bottle (650 ml), single 
walled. Size Ø 7 × 26, 5 cm   

Double
walled.

Single
walled.

Mega laser items
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668130 Stainless steel 
double-walled drinking bottle
Stainless steel double-walled drinking 
bottle (500 ml) with bamboo screw cap. 
Size Ø 7 x 21,5 cm

662819 Aluminum 
drinking bottle
Aluminum drinking bottle (500 ml) 
with stainless steel screw cap. Size Ø 
6,6 × 22,5 cm   

668115 Stainless steel 
double-walled mug
Stainless steel double-walled mug 
(380ml). The lid has a drinking 
opening with closure. Size  Ø 8,5 x 
13,3 cm

New!

New!

New!

Mega laser items
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1743 Polyester fleece (200 gr/m²) scarf
Polyester fleece (200 gr/m²) scarf. Size 15 × 25 × 0,1 cm   

1741 Polyester fleece (200 gr/m²) beanie
Polyester fleece (200 gr/m²) beanie. Size 28 × 22 × 15,5 cm   

Make your logo last
forever on textiles.

Embroidery
Make an ever-lasting, tactile impression with 
our new embroidery technique! You can now 
embroider a selected number of articles with 
up to 12 PMS colours. The number of colours 
and the number of stitches has no influence 
on the price. 

Embroidery items
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1761 Polar fleece (170-180 gr/m²) 
blanket
Polar fleece (170-180 gr/m²) blanket with 
a nylon carry strap. Unfolded size 160 x 
125 cm. Size 162 × 125 × 0,1 cm   

1921 Fleece (165 g/m²) 
travel blanket
Fleece (165 gr/m²) travel blanket with 
nylon carrying handle, unfolded size 
+/- 115 cm x 135 cm. Size 135 × 106 × 
0,3 cm   

4290 Polyester (190 gr/m²) 
blanket
100% Polyester micro mink (190 gr/m2), 
anti-pilling blanket with faux sheep 
fleece on one side. Folded and bound 
with ribbon. Size 15 × 118 × 0,5 cm   

Embroidery items
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9416 ABS smartwatch
ABS and PC smartwatch with TPU 
wristband and wireless technology. 
Watch has a 0,96” TFT display and is 
IP65 waterproof. Functions: time, steps, 
distance, calories, heartrate, and more. 
Including USB cable. Size 4,4 × 3 × 0,9 cm   

The end of the year is the perfect time to give a luxurious item that your relations will 
greatly appreciate and will remember forever. 

Home & outdoor

9415 ABS smartwatch
ABS and PC smartwatch with TPU wristband and wireless 
technology. Watch has a 1,54” IPS display and is IP67 waterproof. 
Functions: time, steps, distance, calories, heartrate, bloodpressure, 
notifications, phone finder, and more. Including USB cable. Size 4,4 
× 3,7 × 0,9 cm   

Luxurious items
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431978 PC and ABS power bank with 
7500 mAh capacity
PC and ABS power bank with 7500 mAh capacity. 
The power bank has a USB-C port (input/output: 
5V/3A and two USB-A ports (output 5V/2.4A) as well 
as LED indicators. Packaged in white gift box. Size 
12,4 × 2,1 × 2 cm   

431995 Aluminium power bank with 
10.000 mAh
Aluminium alloy and ABS power bank with 
10.000 mAh capacity and LED indicators. The power 
bank has a USB-C port (input 5V/3A, 9V/2A, 12V/1.5A, 
output 5V/3A, 9V/2A, 12V/1.5A) and a USB-A port 
(output 5V/3A, 9V/2A, 12V/1.5A). Size 14,55 × 1,4 × 7 cm   

8163 Aluminium 2-in-1 power bank
Aluminium power bank with two earphones with 
wireless technology. The Li-ion battery has a 
4000 mAh capacity. Input 5V/0.9A (micro USB), 
output 5V/1A (USB). Including charging cable (USB - 
micro USB). Size 9,1 × 4,2 × 2,5 cm   

Luxurious items
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Amaze 
your guests
during the 
holidays.
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676271 Polyester and cork toilet 
bag
Polyester (600D) and cork toilet bag with zipper 
and carrying handle. Size 24,5 × 11 × 11 cm   

668074 100% Polyester 
Apron
100% Polyester apron with bottle 
opener. Size 65 × 67 × 0,2 cm   

668059 Polyester and 
cotton apron
Polyester and cotton apron with 
colored bands and front pocket. 
Includes bottle opener. Size 70 × 80 
× 0,2 cm   

New!

New!

Luxurious items

New!
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37574 Brass Cross ballpoint pen
Brass Cross ballpoint pen. Black ink. Including deluxe 
pen case. Size Ø 1,1 × 13,6 cm   

37579 Metal Cross writing set
Metal Cross writing set with ballpoint pen and 
mechanical pencil. Pen has black ink. Including deluxe 
pen case. Size Ø 1,2 × 13,2 cm   

A new brand in
our assortment.

Cross ballpoints
The brand Cross was founded in 1846 in
Providence, Rhode Island (USA) and is still
headquartered in the same city. Since Richard
Cross made the first Cross product in 1846,
they have re-invented the writing instrument
category, combining design ingenuity with
jewelry-quality craftsmanship.

New! New!

Cross ballpoints
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37575 Metal Cross ballpoint pen
Metal Cross ballpoint pen. Black ink. Including deluxe 
pen case. Size Ø 1,2 × 13,4 cm   

37577 Metal Cross ballpoint pen
Metal Cross ballpoint pen with twist action 
mechanism. Black ink. Including deluxe pen case. 
Size Ø 1,1 × 13,8 cm   

37576 Metal Cross ballpoint pen
Metal Cross ballpoint pen. Black ink. Including 
deluxe pen case. Size Ø 1,2 × 13,2 cm   

New!

Cross ballpoints

New! New!
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Parker ballpoints
George Parker believed it was always possible to make a better pen. It’s what drove him to 
patent his first leak-free fountain pen in 1888 and it’s the philosophy that motivates the constant 
refinement of Parker pens today. With a truly global footprint and with 130 years of expertise and 
innovation, Parker’s commitment to quality, craftsmanship, and sourcing the best materials has 
ensured that each pen has always delivered the best writing experience for when it matters most 
and continues for generations to come.

Parker ballpoints
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8509 Parker Jotter ballpen
Stainless steel Parker Jotter ballpen. Blue 
ink. Including giftbox. Size Ø 1,3 × 12,8 cm   

7709 Parker Jotter Core ballpen
Stainless steel Parker Jotter Core ballpen. Blue ink. 
Including giftbox. Size Ø 1 × 12,8 cm   

2100 Parker Jotter ballpen
Parker Jotter stainless steel ballpen with click mechanism. 
Including giftbox. Size Ø 1 x 12,8 cm   

Parker ballpoints
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rOtring ballpoints
Brand new! Meet the famous ‘Tikky’ collection by rOtring. This well-known brand 
was established in 1928 and unveiled the first nibless fountain pen in the same 
year. The model was to become affectionately referred to as “Tiku” around the 
world. In 1979 the first rOtring Tikky fine-lead mechanical pencil debuted. Its 
precision for pencil drawings is unmatched in the technical world. It is known 
worldwide and synonymous with its ergonomic waved grip area. 

rOtring ballpoints
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The perfect creative tools: 
the famous Tikky 

collection by rOtring

5171 rOtring ABS ballpoint pen
rOtring ABS ballpoint pen with rubber grip, 
blue ink with jumbo refill. Including giftbox. 
Size Ø 0,8 × 13,8 cm   

5428 rOtring ABS 
mechanical pencil
rOtring ABS mechanical pencil with 
rubber grip. Including giftbox. Size Ø 
0,9 × 14,1 cm   

New!

New!

rOtring ballpoints
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13164 Stilolinea Baron ABS 
ballpoint pen
Stilolinea Baron ABS ballpoint pen, with a 
white tip and a coloured clip. Size Ø 1,4 × 13,4 
cm   

Stilolinea ballpoints
In the early 1970s, Stilolinea was one of the first companies to market pens as a 
promotional tool. Stilolinea is now one of the most famous brands of pen, known for 
its superior quality. On average, a Stilolinea ballpoint lasts more than four times as 
long as a standard promotional ballpoint pen. And the longer the life of a pen, the 
longer your logo will remain visible to your target group. 

New!

Stilolinea ballpoints
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2242 Stilolinea Oslo frosty 
plastic ballpen
Stilolinea plastic ballpen, with a 
frosted coloured barrel, a wide clip, 
and jumbo refill. Blue ink. Size Ø 1,4 × 
13,4 cm   

1696 Stilolinea Ducal ABS 
ballpoint pen
Stilolinea Ducal ABS ballpoint pen with a 
coloured tip and clip. Blue ink. Size Ø 1,5 × 
13,7 cm   

5401 Stilolinea Ducal 
ballpen
Stilolinea plastic ballpen with a white 
barrel and coloured accents. Blue ink. 
Size 1 × 13,6 cm   

13162 Stilolinea Baron 
ABS ballpoint pen
Stilolinea Baron ABS ballpoint pen, 
with a coloured tip and ring. Size Ø 
1,4 × 13,4 cm   

New!

New! New! New!

Stilolinea ballpoints
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3120 Christmas hat
Felt Christmas hat with pom pom. Size 28 × 28 × 38 cm   

2532 Christmas stuffed animal with 
blanket
100% Polyester fleece (180 gr/m²) blanket (unfolded: 
approx. 102 x 77 cm). Including Christmas-themed soft 
toy with tag for printing purposes. Feet held together 
with Velcro. Size 16 × 16,  × 29,5 cm   

Christmas
It’s the best time of the year to give away 
promotional items. Show your circle of people 
true Christmas spirit and receive their love 
back. With these Christmas items you’re 
guaranteed to warm their hearts!

The best time
of the year!

Christmas items
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8186 Polyester chenille (285 
gr/m²) blanket
100% Polyester (285 gr/m²) blanket, with 
extra soft Chenille yarn. The short sides 
of the blanket have a fringe. Folded and 
bound with ribbon. Size 150 x 120 x 0,2 cm   

8529 Polar fleece reindeer 
blanket (180 gr/m2)
100% Polyester Polar fleece (180 gr/m2) 
blanket, with a Christmas pattern. Bound 
with polyester strap. Size 148 × 119 × 0,3 cm   

8530 Polyester (260 gr/m²) 
blanket
Polyester flannel fleece (260 gr/m²) 
blanket. The blanket is folded and tied 
with a ribbon. Size 155 x 120 x 0,3 cm   

Christmas items
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9051 Wooden Christmas 
ornament Star
Wooden Christmas ornament in the 
shape of a star. The ornament has a 
red ribbon to hang it in the tree. Size  
9,8 x 9,8 x 0,5 cm   

7408 Santa Claus anti-stress 
ball
PU foam anti-stress ball shaped like Santa 
Claus. Size Ø 6,5 cm   

9049 Wooden Christmas 
ornament Tree
Wooden Christmas ornament in 
the shape of a Christmas tree. The 
ornament has a red ribbon to hang it 
in the tree. Size 10 x 10 x 0,4 cm   

6081 Aluminium nutcracker
Aluminium nutcracker in the shape of a 
reindeer. Packaged in a gift box. Size 19,7 
× 4,4 × 15,5 cm   

Christmas items
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4896 Glass tea light holder
Glass holder in the shape of a 
Christmas tree, including tealight. 
Presented in a gift box. Size 9 × 9 × 
2,2 cm   

5188 Three star-shaped 
candles
Three piece, star-shaped candles. 
Presented in a glossy red gift box with 
transparent lid and ribbon. Size 19,3 × 5,6 × 
2,5 cm   

5836 Star-shaped glass candle 
holder, including candle
Glass holder in the shape of a star, 
including tealight. Presented in a glossy 
red gift box with transparent lid and ribbon. 
Size 7,8 × 7,8 × 1,9 cm   

5039 Glass candle holder with 
Christmas decorations
Decorated glass candle holder with 
tealight, wrapped in transparent foil and 
tied with a red ribbon. Size Ø 5,1 × 6,3 cm   

Christmas items
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Shop items with a discount 
of up to 80% 
The giveaways in the outlet will not be coming back in stock, so go shopping for your best
deal right away. You do not want to miss out on this last chance to get these items for the
lowest possible price. The outlet includes a wide variety of products, including promotional
staples like pens, drinkware, bags, and keychains.

Outlet
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Explore the many
items in our outlet!

Outlet






